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Progress in SSPX
• Te = 350 eV
• Te(peak) ~ B2
• χe < 10 m2/s in spheromak core
• Energy confinement scaling with Te
and fluctuations
• Confinement has no (or weak) scaling
with mass
• Magnetic fluctuation spectrum
correlates well with q-profile
• Improved understanding of magnetic
reconnection in the spheromak
• NIMROD “whole-device” simulations
agree well with experiment –– semiquantitatively or better
I will focus on the MHD physics of building and sustaining the spheromak
Harry McLean will address physics important during the confinement phase

New experimental tools are coming on line or
planned –– advancing our capabilities on SSPX
Modular capacitor bank
•

Good control of gun current pulse-shape

•

Multi-pulse operation

•

Longer pulse operation

•

Higher gun current

Double-pulse Thomson scattering
•

Electron temperature evolution over short times

Neutral beams
•

Plasma heating independently of ohmic current drive

•

Measurement of energy confinement

The importance of these tools will be made clear in our
presentations

Experiment –– In discharges in SSPX, above a guncurrent threshold the spheromak field builds
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NIMROD – Poloidal flux amplification increases with λgun above
threshold ––simulations show this clearly:

Shown is the flux amplification
in a constant gun current pulse

Larger λgun yields higher flux
amplification, consistent with
experiment

Experiment and NIMROD ––
Voltage spikes occur in both and have the same effect on
building and sustaining the plasma

Compared are SSPX and NIMROD
for identical gun currents
The “bubble-burst” of plasma
from the gun is followed by
voltage spikes
Toroidal flux is converted into
poloidal flux at each spike
–– Reconnection
The magnetic oscillations (esp.
n=1) – driven by the gun current –
grow between voltage spikes and
relax at the reconnection event

NIMROD –– Reconnection events continue if the current is flattopped with λgun > λthreshold
Simulation (shown) and experiment both
show voltage bursts when strongly driven:
here, λgun > 2Xλthreshold
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The new capacitor bank will allow us to
explore this physics in the experiment

NIMROD – Reconnection occurs when the amplitudes of modes
on the current column become large –– a “bursting” behavior
The n=1 mode dominates
the spectrum

The poloidal magnetic field and flux increase
with each event –– the temperature collapses

NIMROD – Magnetic surfaces are destroyed at each spike
• Magnetic surfaces develop
soon after the event
• The plasma heats until the
next event
• The magnetic lines become
stochastic and the plasma
cools rapidly

70 µs

NIMROD – Thin current sheets form and allow rapid
resistive reconnection
Current sheets are important
for reconnection:
• Resistive diffusion times
across the sheet are
comparable to
reconnection times
• Azimuthal structure is n=1
–– the sheet is diffuse
π−radians azimuthally
• Current reverses and large
flows perpendicular to B
are localized at the sheet
• Sheet forms near the meanfield separatrix

Trajectories of fieldlines which pass close to the current sheets are very
sensitive to their precise location –– as expected for generation of chaos

3D Visualization & Comparison between NIMROD & Experiment
•

•

Experimental probe measurements
during formation are compared to
NIMROD
Simulations help guide experiment
interpretation and the creation of
3D models of field and current
evolution
Current density and poloidal field at t=0.115 ms
–– “early” spheromak formation

time

Magnetic probe array
Experimental vs. numerical

Column pinching
towards geometric axis
Poloidal field generated
by conversion from
injected toroidal flux

|J|
NIMROD lam07 cycle 27000
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See poster by
C. A. Romero-Talamás
for more details

What do we learn to guide future experiments and simulations?
Possible future scenarios include:
(1) CONTROL separately the plasma buildup/sustainment
phase and the confinement phase
•

To sustain high quality plasmas for long periods
– Build plasma (λgun > λthreshold); stochastic fieldlines are likely
– Slow decay (λgun < λthreshold)
– Rebuild plasma – retaining much of the magnetic energy for
efficiency (λgun > λthreshold)

•

Solution: multi-pulse sustainment
– Already studied experimentally
– Extend experiment using the modular cap bank

A reactor based on this scenario would have a burn phase,
followed by a dump of ash and a rebuilding of the plasma for
a new burn phase

Experiment – Pulsed rebuilding of the plasma has been
demonstrated in SSPX

Double-pulse experiment:
•

2 pulses were applied to the plasma

•

The magnetic flux was increased
with each pulse

•

Examination of the second voltage
pulse shows a reconnection spike

•

Plasma reconstruction shows
poloidal flux increases when the
spike occurs

Future scenarios (cont.):

(2) HEAT separately from ohmic drive – energy input without ohmic
heating or magnetic reconnection
•

Build temperature independently of the current and field

•

Ohmic heating inside the separatrix is several MW, so neutral
beams can add significant heat

•

This may lead to new operational scenarios, e.g. resulting from
higher electron and ion temperatures

•

Energy transport can be separated from magnetic field
generation, allowing a better understanding of spheromak
physics

•

Solution: neutral beam

Pulsed neutral beams are planned for SSPX – physics studies
and design of their installation are underway
See Dave Hill’s poster for details

Simulations also explore new capabilities:
(1) CONTROL q-profile – minimize internal (tearing) modes which can
destroy flux surfaces
•

The gun current can be used to change the spheromak toroidal
field and thus affect the q-profile

•

Changes in the bias flux can control the edge λ, affecting the
plasma stability

•

Solution: program gun current and flux, e.g. with different time
dependences

(2) REDUCE edge power – presently too high for long pulse operation
•

Reactor power balance will require minimizing the edge current

•

This will also be essential for future, large experiments

•

Solution: reduce edge flux and current together

Changing the current can be tested experimentally using the modular bank
Bias flux changes will require a new gun design

NIMROD – Initial simulations changing gun current
and bias magnetic flux together are promising
Start with preformed spheromak
Drop the gun current and flux by a factor of two (52 mWb to 26 mWb) in 1 ms
Simulations with n=0 only and n=0-5 are almost identical
Ψbias=52 mWb

Ψbias=26 mWb

Ψmag. axis/Ψbias = 5.0

Ψmag. axis/Ψbias = 9.5

Changing the bias flux
induces a spatially-varying
loop voltage around the
central column
Prediction: In the absence
of resistivity:
flux(mag axis) – flux(geo.
axis) = const. (258.5 mWb)
Result: After the change:
flux(mag axis) – flux(geo.
axis) = 248.0 mWb
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